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ABSTRACT 
 
Rationale: microRNAs (miRNAs) modulate gene expression by repressing translation of targeted genes. 
Previous work has established a role for miRNAs in regulating vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC) 
activity. Whether circular RNAs (circRNA) are involved in the modulation of miRNA activity in VSMCs 
is unknown. 
 
Objective: We aimed to identify circRNAs interacting with miRNAs enriched in VSMCs and modulating 
the cells’ activity. 
 
Methods and Results: RNA sequencing and bioinformatics identified several circRNAs enriched in 
VSMCs; however, only one, possessing multiple putative binding sites for miR-145, was highly conserved 
between mouse and man. This circRNA gemmed from alternative splicing of lipoprotein receptor 6 (Lrp6), 
a gene highly expressed in vessels and implicated in vascular pathologies, and was thus named circ_Lrp6. 
Its role as a miR-145 sponge was confirmed by determining reciprocal interaction through RNA 
immunoprecipitation, stimulated emission depletion microscopy, and competitive luciferase assays; 
functional inhibition of miR-145 was assessed by measuring expression of the target genes ITG8, 
FASCIN, KLF4, Yes1, and Lox. The interaction was preferentially localized to P-bodies, sites of mRNA 
degradation. Using loss- and gain-of-function approaches, we found that circ_Lrp6 hindered miR-145-
mediated regulation of VSMC migration, proliferation, and differentiation. Differential expression of miR-
145 and circ_Lrp6 in murine and human vascular diseases suggests that the ratio of circ_Lrp6 bound to 
miR145 vs. unbound could play a role in vascular pathogenesis. Viral delivery of circ_Lrp6 shRNA 
prevented intimal hyperplasia in mouse carotids. 
 
Conclusion: circ_Lrp6 is an intracellular modulator and a natural sponge for miR-145, counterbalancing 
the functions of the miRNA in VSMCs. 
 
Keywords:  
microRNA, circular RNA, smooth muscle cell, atherosclerosis, gene expression/regulation. 
 
Nonstandard Abbreviations and Acronyms:  
 
3’UTR  3’-untranslated region 
VSMC  Vascular smooth muscle cell 
miR  MicroRNA 
circRNA Circular RNA 
TGF-  Transforming growth factor beta  
PDGF-BB Platelet-derived growth factor 
STED  Stimulated emission depletion microscopy 
shRNA  Short hairpin RNA 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Approximately 90% of the mammalian genome is transcribed into non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs).1, 

2 Over the last decade, the most-studied category of ncRNAs has been that of the microRNAs (miRNAs, 
miRs). They have been shown to be involved in the control of many biological processes, including some 
leading to cardiovascular disease.3 For instance, in vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs), the miR-
143/145 cluster regulates the phenotypic switch from proliferation to differentiation; indeed, miR-145 is 
one of the most-expressed miRNAs in VSMCs and its level of expression is directly associated with the 
extent of differentiation.4-9 MiR-145 can also be transferred from VSMCs to endothelial cells and vice 
versa, playing specific biological functions in the receiving cells, in particular regulating cell growth and 
angiogenesis in the latter.10, 11 

 
ncRNAs longer than 200bp – defined as long ncRNAs (lncRNAs) – have been less studied to date 

than miRNAs; however, their roles in cardiovascular biology and disease is becoming ever more evident 
(reviewed in1, 12). Recently, it was demonstrated that lncRNAs can form loops of RNA.13 These molecules 
– named circular RNAs (circRNAs) – derive from a non-canonical type of splicing defined as “tail-to-
head”, since it goes from a downstream 5′splice site to an upstream 3′splice site,14 a process suggested to 
be guided by specific repetitive sequences, such as Arthrobacter luteus (ALU) sequences present on the 
flanking regions of the lncRNA.15, 16 CircRNAs can derive from introns and/or exons, playing different 
biological roles on the basis of their genomic origin.13, 17-19 In particular, exonic circRNAs may regulate 
gene expression by directly binding to miRNAs: for instance, it has been shown that CDR1as (circular RNA 
sponge for miR-7) has over 70 binding sites for miR-7, acting as a natural sponge for this miRNA and, 
thereby, able to modulate its activity on target genes.14, 20 In addition, the structure of circRNAs makes them 
resistant to RNase H exonuclease activity and enriches them in exosomes.21  

 
Whether circRNAs are associated with cardiovascular diseases is largely unknown. Similarly, 

although the mechanisms through which miRNAs regulate VSMC biology have been clarified, whether 
they interact with other ncRNAs in this cell type is unknown. Thus, for the present study we employed 
RNA sequencing followed by bioinformatics analysis to determine the existence of hitherto unknown 
ncRNAs in VSMCs. Among the numerous ncRNAs identified, we found several circRNAs that could 
potentially bind to miRNAs enriched in VSMCs; however, only one, with multiple miRNA-145 binding 
sites, was conserved between mouse and humans. Of note, loss- and gain-of-function experiments revealed 
that this circRNA modulated the function of miR-145 and, thus, had an ability to regulate VSMC biology. 
 
 
 
METHODS  
 
Data availability.  
The RNA-sequencing dataset is available from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database 
(http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE99318.  
 
The authors declare that all data supporting the findings of this study are available within the article and its 
supplementary information files. 
 
CircRNA identification. 
To systematically detect back-splice junctions in STAR mapped reads, we used DCC22 with the following 
parameters: -Pi; -F; -M; -Nr 2 2;-fg; with at the least two counts in two biological replicates. 
 
The full list of all Mus musculus circRNAs was downloaded from http://www.circbase.org/. UCSC Batch 
Coordinate Conversion liftOver tool (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver) was used to convert 
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mm9 to mm10 genome coordinates. Complete overlap of all known circRNAs and CircCoordinates DCC 
output was computed with Bedtools intersect –f1 option, resulting in more than 250 annotated circRNAs. 
 
To identify putative binding sites of VSMC-enriched miRNAs in the identified list of circRNAs, fasta file 
was obtained and searched for at least two pattern sequences specific for (seed sequences downloaded from 
targetscan.org): miR-145-5p (seed sequence: ACTGGAC); miR-143-3p (seed sequence: CATCTCT); miR-
221-3p/222-3p (seed sequence: TGTAGCT); miR-21-5p (seed sequence: TAAGCTA); miR-29-3p (seed 
sequence: GGTGCTA); miR-26-5p (seed sequence: ACTTGAA); miR-133a-3p (seed sequence: 
GGACCAA); and miR-1-3p (seed sequence: CATTCCA). A complete list of the identified circRNAs is 
available in the online section. 
 
Animal models. 
Please consult supplemental material. 
 
Human samples.  
Please consult supplemental material. The protocol was approved by the institutional ethics committee 
(ICH-967); informed consent was obtained from each patient in compliance with European Union and 
Italian laws. 
 
In situ hybridization. 
The in situ protocol was performed as previously described with minor modifications.11 Briefly, circ_Lrp6 
was designed to cover the junction site of the circRNA (specific sequences of the probe and the scrambled 
counterpart are listed in Supplementary Table I) and synthetized as single-strand DNA oligonucleotides 
conjugated with digoxygenin (DIG) by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). The miR-145-5p and miRNA 
scrambled probes (DIG- and Cy3-labeled) were purchased from Exiqon (respectively, Ca# YD00616648-
BCG and YD00616648-BCC). Cells or tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (tissues then embedded 
in OCT compound) and permeabilized with 0.3% triton in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for cells, while 
tissues were treated with proteinase K (Exiqon). Samples were then blocked with PBS, 0.1% Tween, 1% 
bovine serum albumin (BSA), 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and hybridization was performed o/n at 58°C, 
diluting the probes in miRNA ISH buffer (Exiqon) at the following concentrations: miR-145 or miRNA 
scrambled, 20 nM; circ_Lrp6 of circ_scrambled, 100 nM. For the detection of DIG-labelled probes, samples 
were incubated with anti-DIG-HRP antibody and the signal amplified using the Alexa Fluor 647 Tyramide 
Reagent (Life Technologies). Following the in situ protocol, immunofluorescence was performed in order 
to assess the cellular localization of the ncRNAs as previously described.9 The utilized antibodies were: 
ACTA2 (Sigma-Aldrich, Ca# A5228) or DCP1A (Abcam, Ca# AMAB183709). Diamond Prolong (Life 
Technologies) was used as mounting medium. Background was determined on the signals observed with 
the specific scrambled probes for the in situ and the secondary antibody alone for the immunofluorescence. 
 
Super-resolution confocal imaging. 
Stimulated emission depletion (STED) xyz images were acquired in unidirectional mode with a Leica SP8 
STED3X confocal microscope system. 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was excited with a 405nm 
diode laser and emission collected from 406 to 480 nm; Cy3 was excited with a 488 nm-tuned white light 
laser (WLL) and emission collected from 490 to 620 nm; Alexa Fluor 647 was excited with a 647 nm-tuned 
white light laser (WLL) and emission collected from 650 to 800 nm. Line sequential acquisition was applied 
to avoid fluorescence overlap. Gating was applied between 0.3 to 6 ns to avoid collection of reflection and 
autofluorescence. A 775 nm pulsed-depletion laser was used for Cy3 excitations (100% of power) and 
Alexa Fluor 647 excitations (30% of power). Images were acquired with a Leica HC PL APO CS2 
100x/1.40 oil STED white objective. Gated pulsed-STEDs were applied to the Cys3 and Alexa Fluor 647 
fluorophores. Collected images were de-convolved with Huygens Professional software and analyzed with 
Fiji software. 
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Cell cycle analysis. 
This was conducted as previously described, with minor modifications.23 Briefly, cells (1 x 106) were 
detached from the plate and washed twice with PBS, fixed in 70% ethanol, and kept at 4°C prior to overnight 
DNA staining with 2.5 µg/ml propidium iodide (PI; Calbiochem) in the presence of 12.5 µg/ml RNAse 
(LifeTechnologies). The number of cells at each stage of the cell cycle was measured using a BD 
FACSCanto II flow cytometry system (BD Bioscience).  
 
Statistical analysis. 
Prism software (GraphPad Software) was used to assess data normality and for statistical calculations. 
Statistical calculations were performed on at least three independent experiments. For in vivo and in vitro 
experiments with more than five biological replicates, data normality was calculated with the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) test. Statistical analyses were then performed with two-tailed t-test (parametric unpaired or 
paired, two group of analysis), Wilcoxon test (non-parametric paired, two group of analysis), Mann-
Whitney U test (non-parametric unpaired), or repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) combined 
with Tukey’s multicomparison (comparisons between more than two groups, parametric unpaired). Data 
are represented as mean ± SD, unless otherwise stated. A value of P ≤0.05 was considered to be statistically 
significant. 
 
An extended methods section is available in the online section.  
 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Bioinformatics identifies circRNAs enriched in VSMCs. 
 

It is established that circRNAs can act as endogenous miRNA sponges.14, 20 Thus, to further define 
the panorama of ncRNA activity and interaction in VSMCs, we searched for circRNAs that were conserved 
between human and mouse and that had potential binding sites for miRNAs enriched in this cell type. To 
this end, we first exploited a published transcriptome profiling dataset of human VSMCs.24 To identify 
robustly expressed circRNAs shared in all biological replicates, we implemented STAR mapping 
alignment25 with DCC, a Python package intended to detect and quantify circRNAs with high specificity.26 
Integration with annotated circRNAs collated on the circBase database lead to the identification of 7770 
circRNAs, which were mainly clustered in superfamilies (Online Figure I and Supplementary file I). Using 
the RefSeq database,27 we then annotated these circRNAs, observing that more than 80% of the them 
consisted of protein-coding exons, whereas smaller fractions aligned with introns and intergenic regions of 
genes (Figure 1A). 

 
To assess whether human and mouse VSMCs shared similar circRNA signatures, we profiled three 

biological replicates of mouse aorta (intimal and adventitial layers were surgically removed before RNA 
extraction) with RNA sequencing technology. Total RNA was mapped with the STAR algorithm to the 
UCSC Mus musculus reference genome (build mm10), slightly adjusted for the specific identification of 
chimeric reads and back-splice junctions. On average, more than 50 million paired reads were mapped in 
each replicate. DCC was then applied to detect and quantify putative circRNAs shared in all three replicates. 
Even though the circBase database offers a less-extensive catalogue of annotated mouse circRNAs with 
respect to those in human cells, we still found 256 circRNAs uniquely expressed in mouse VSMCs (Online 
Figure I and Supplementary file I). These potential murine-derived circRNAs annotated similarly to the 
human ones (Figure 1B). 

 
To evaluate whether previously identified human and mouse circRNAs contained conserved 

binding sites for miRNAs previously shown to be important in VSMC biology,28 we first extracted putative 
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spliced sequences and scanned for the presence of at least two binding sites for miR-145-5p, miR-143-3p, 
miR-221-3p/222-3p, miR-21-5p, miR-29-3p, miR-26-5p, miR-133a-3p, or miR-1-3p (Figure 1C). We 
identified several circRNAs with potential binding sites for these VSMC enriched miRNAs (Figure 1D); 
however, among all these putative candidates, only one, with binding sites for miR-145-5p – one of the 
most-expressed and biologically active ncRNAs regulating VSMCs4-7 – was conserved between mouse and 
humans (Online Figure II). 

 
This specifically conserved circRNA has already been classified as circ_1529 in mouse and 

circ_8932 in humans; in both species, it derives from the same coding gene, namely low-density lipoprotein 
receptor-related protein 6 (Lrp6) (Figure 1E). The circRNA – from here on designated as circ_Lrp6 – has 
at least seven binding sites for miR-145 (three 8mers and four 7mers, the latter nonetheless with very stable 
physical interactions) (Figure 1F, Online Figures IIIA and IIIB), suggestive of an evolutionarily conserved 
biological function. 

 
Validation of the VSMC enriched circRNA. 
 

We tested the existence and function of the predicted circRNA in mouse VSMCs. Specific head-
to-tail splicing was evaluated by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) following reverse transcription (RT). 
Divergent primers produced amplicons from RNA-derived samples and not from genomic DNA (Figure 
2A and Online Figure IVA). To rule out the possibility that this alternative splicing could have resulted 
from trans-splicing or genomic rearrangement, or that the results were PCR artifacts, we further validated 
our results as follows. Since RNAse R preferentially degrades linear RNA sequences,29 we digested VSMC-
derived RNA with this enzyme and quantified the resistance of circ_Lrp6, together with other three 
potential circRNAs, by quantitative PCR (qPCR): three out of four were at least eight-times more resistant 
than linear control mRNAs, such as calponin and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Figure 2B). 
Moreover, since circRNAs have a longer turn-over when compared with linear mRNAs,14 we tested 
circ_Lrp6 expression after blocking transcription: exposure to actinomycin D for 24h reduced the stability 
of linear mRNAs and short ncRNAs, but did not alter the expression of circ_Lrp6 (Figure 2C). Moreover, 
Sanger DNA sequencing confirmed head-to-tail splicing on these samples (Figure 2D and Online Figure 
IVB). 

 
We then evaluated circ_Lrp6 expression in mouse tissues by RT-qPCR with divergent primers 

(Figure 2E). Localization in VSMCs was confirmed by in situ hybridization in tissues with the highest 
circ_Lrp6 expression, i.e., heart, brain, and aorta (Figure 2F). RNA sequencing confirmed expression in 
human thoracic aortas, although read enrichment was also observed in the liver (Online Figure IVC). Of 
note, while circ_Lrp6 and Lrp6 were enriched in vessels (Figure 2E and Online Figure V), not all tissues 
expressed them together, suggesting the existence of differential gene expression regulation in different 
tissues. 
 
Circ_Lrp6 is a miR-145 sponge. 
 

We reasoned that if circ_Lrp6 interacted with miR-145, they should co-localize. We therefore 
evaluated their localization in mouse primary VSMCs by in situ hybridization and nuclear/cytoplasmic 
fractionation. We found that both ncRNAs were highly enriched in cytoplasm (Figure 3A and 3B).  

 
We then assessed the effect of circ_Lrp6 on miR-145 activity. To this end, we generated a vector 

expressing the circRNA or relative controls (Online Figure VIA): transient transfection of HEK-293T cells 
with the circular (circ) construct, but not with the reverse (rev) or linear (lin) ones, induced the expression 
of the circRNA (Online Figure VIB); moreover, Northern blotting confirmed that the circ construct 
produced an ncRNA similar in size to the endogenous circ_Lrp6 of VSMCs (Online Figure VIC). To test 
the effect of circ_Lrp6 on miR-145 activity, we utilized a luciferase reporter carrying the 3′UTR sequence 
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of integrin beta 8 (Itg8), a gene we previously reported to be a miR-145 target.11 In HEK-293T cells, 
overexpression of the circ construct blunted the negative effect of miR-145 on luciferase expression, 
whereas the rev construct did not (Figure 3C and Online Figure VIIA). 

 
To confirm the miR-145-dependent effect of circ_Lrp6 on Itg8, we designed a short hairpin 

(sh)RNA sequence targeting circ_Lrp6 (Online Figure VIIB): two of the three clones inhibited circ_Lrp6 
expression without having an effect on Lrp6 (Online Figure VIIC). We transfected primary VSMCs with 
3′UTR-Itg8 constructs expressing either the wild-type or a mutated miR-145 seed sequence.11 As 
expected, luciferase activity was reduced in the circ_Lrp6 loss-of-function condition, but not when the seed 
sequence was mutated (Figure 3D). This indicated that the effect of circ_Lrp6 on Itg8 was directly 
dependent upon the binding of miR-145 to the 3′UTR of Itg8 mRNA. 

 
To further corroborate the effect of circ_Lrp6 on miR-145 activity, we reasoned that inhibition of 

the circRNA should induce downregulation of different miR-145 targets. Indeed, the presence of the 
shRNAs targeting circ_Lrp6 reduced the protein level of known miR-145 targets, including ITG8,11 
FASCIN,8 and Kruppel-like factor 4 (KLF4)7 in primary mouse VSMCs (Figure 3E, Online Figures VIIIA-
C). 

The binding of circRNAs to miRNAs is mediated by argonaute 2 (AGO2).14 When we 
immunoprecipitated AGO2 from HEK-293T cells co-transfected with the circ constructs together with 
miR-145, pull-down of circ_Lrp6 was enriched vs. controls (i.e., miR-143/circ vs. miR-29/circ), indicating 
that AGO2 mediates binding of circ_Lrp6 to miR-145 (Figure 4A and Online IXA). Direct binding of the 
two ncRNAs was then validated by RNA immunoprecipitation (IP), utilizing a specific biotinylated probe 
designed on the tail-to-head junction of circ_Lrp6. To this end, we grew VSMCs in medium containing 
0.1% FBS, which increases the levels of both ncRNAs (Online Figure IXB, C). Cells were then fixed, 
circ_Lrp6 enriched by IP, and the levels of miR-145, miR-143 and miR-29 measured by RT-qPCR. We 
found an increased amount of miR-145 in the circ_Lrp6-enriched RNA, strongly supporting the notion that 
these two ncRNAs directly interact (Figure 4B). We also quantified the absolute copy number of miR-145 
and circ_Lrp6 in primary mouse VSMCs (standard curves for the ncRNAs are given in Online Figure XA, 
B). Considering that circ_Lrp6 has at least seven binding sites for miR-145 (Online Figure IIIA, B), the 
observed miRNA-145/circ_Lrp6 ratio seemed to be compatible with a sponge activity (Figure 4C). 

 
Interaction between the two ncRNAs was further confirmed by in situ hybridization for circ_Lrp6 

and miR-145 on isolated VSMCs, which indicated that an average of 60% of cells have at least two events 
of co-localization of the two ncRNAs. Furthermore, around 85% of these spots were located in processing 
bodies (P-bodies) (Figure 4D and Online figure XC), cytoplasmic loci known to be involved in mRNA 
decay controlled by miRNA activity,30 but also where circular RNA can be found.20 More importantly, 
physical interaction was demonstrated at the nanometric resolution scale by stimulated emission depletion 
microscopy (STED) super-resolution microscopy (Figure 4E). 

 
All together, these findings prove that circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 physically interact in VSMCs. 

  
Biological effects of circ_Lrp6 on VSMCs. 
 

We then evaluated the role on VSMC homeostasis, employing functional assays in loss- or gain-
of-function conditions. A wound-healing assay indicated significant reductions in VSMC migratory 
capacity when circ_Lrp6 was silenced (Figure 5A). Silencing also reduced the percentage of VSMCs in the 
S phase of the cell cycle (Figure 5B), impairing proliferation (Figure 5C). Coherently with differentiated 
VSMCs being less migratory and proliferative,31 and with upregulated miR-145 correlating with a pro-
differentiation phenotype,4, 5, 8 silencing of circ_Lrp6 increased the VSMC differentiation markers smooth 
muscle actin and transgelin (Figure 5D). 
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To corroborate these findings, we performed rescue experiments in which miR-145 was inhibited 
in circ_Lrp6-silenced VSMCs (Online Figure XIA, B). To this end, we utilized a short hairpin sequence 
designed on the specific head/tail splicing site because it maps only to the circ_Lrp6 sequence. Inhibition 
of miR-145 was indeed able to re-establish the proliferative capacity, as well as the migratory and 
differentiation status, of primary VSMCs (Figure 6A-C). In addition, there was a recovery of the expression 
of miR-145 targets regulated at the RNA level, such as fascin,8 lysyl oxidase (Lox),32, 33 and YES proto-
oncogene 1 (Yes1)34, 35 (Figure 6D). By contrast, overexpression of circ_Lrp6 increased the expression of 
the miR-145-regulated targets fascin, Lox, and Yes1 (Figure 6E); coherently with the downregulation of 
miR-145,9 proliferative and migratory capacities of VSMCs were positively modulated (Figure 6F,H). 

 
To determine whether levels of circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 are inversely correlated, we assessed their 

expression in VSMCs stimulated for growth and differentiation. Specific treatments of VSCMs with 
cytokines revealed that platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF-BB) and transforming growth factor (TGF-
– two key cytokines affecting VSMC differentiation36 (Online Figure XIIA,B) – downregulated 
circ_Lrp6 after 24h. However, in PDGF-BB stimulated cells, circ_Lrp6 expression followed that of miR-
145 (Figure 7A and Online XIIC), whereas in TGF- -treated cells, there was an inverse correlation between 
circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 expression (Figure 7B and Online XIID). Lpr6, the host gene, was regulated 
similarly to circ_Lrp6 in both conditions (Online Figure XIIE, F). 

 
We then wondered if circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 expressions were altered with pathology. Among the 

conditions known to modulate VSMC biology, hypoxia contributes to the pathogenesis of vascular diseases 
such as atherosclerosis and aortic aneurysms, among others.37, 38. Thus, we evaluated whether a reduced O2 
level differentially modulated the two ncRNAs. We found that hypoxia was associated with strongly 
downregulated miR-145, but that circ_Lrp6 expression did not change (Figure 7C). 

 
These findings suggest that interaction between circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 modulates the activity of 

the miRNA according to its level of expression. 
 

Circ_Lrp6 in vascular diseases. 
 

To evaluate whether circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 are differently regulated in vascular pathologies, we 
measured their levels in different pathological conditions: aortic samples derived from apolipoprotein E 
(ApoE) knock-out mice following either a normal chow diet (CD) or a hypercholesterolemic Western diet 
(WD), the latter a model of atherosclerosis;39 aortic arches from trans-aortic constricted (TAC) mice, a 
model of pressure overload heart failure;40 and abdominal aortas of mice subjected to two-kidney, one-clip 
surgery, which develop systemic hypertension in a time-dependent manner.41 

 
In atherosclerotic vessels, miR-145 expression was reduced (Figure 8A), as previously reported;4 

however, although expression of the host gene Lrp6 was reduced (Online Figure XIIIA), the level of 
circ_Lrp6 was not significantly modulated (Figure 8B). This finding indicated that in complex pathologies 
such as atherosclerosis, in which PDGF-BB- and hypoxia-induced pathways are largely involved,42, 43 the 
two ncRNAs are dissociated in terms of gene expression. 

 
Similarly, while miR-145 was strongly downregulated in aorta from TAC mice (Figure 8C), 

circ_Lrp6 (Figure 8D) as well as Lrp6 (Online Figure XIIIB) were not. By contrast, in the aortas of 
hypertensive mice (Online Figure XIVA), miR-145 was upregulated, already at two weeks post-surgery 
(Figure 8E), while circ_Lrp6 and Lrp6 were not modulated (Figure 8F and Online Figure XIVB). Since the 
TGF- pathway is involved in the development of hypertension, 44 the expression of miR-145 in 
hypertensive aortas was indeed in line with what we observed in vitro (Figure 7B). On the other hand, also 
these findings indicate that circ_Lrp6 expression is less affected in the more complex in vivo condition as 
compared with the in vitro setting.  
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The importance of these findings was assessed for humans, measuring the expression of circ_LRP6 
in aneuryzed vessels. A small cohort of seven patients presenting with an aneurysm at the level of the 
popliteal artery was studied. In all pathological vessels, we observed a significant reduction of miR-145 
expression (Figure 8G), while circ_LRP6 remained stable (Figure 8H). 

 
Finally, based on these observations, we aimed to assess whether circ_Lrp6 modulation might 

impact the pathological response in a murine model of vascular injury. To test this hypothesis, we examined 
the anti-proliferative effect of specifically knocking down circ_Lrp6 in a model of stenosis induced by 
perivascular carotid collar placement in ApoE-/- mice.9 We performed systemic delivery of scrambled 
shRNA (shSCR) or circ_Lrp6-shRNA (shC5) viruses (Online Figure XVA), and determined the effects on 
the vessels four weeks after collar placement. Stented carotids treated with a control virus showed strong 
intimal hyperplasia, whereas delivery of the circ_Lrp6 shRNA virus markedly decreased the neointimal 
area (Figure 8I and Online Figure XVB, XVC and XCD). 
 

All together, these findings indicate that the two ncRNAs are differently modulated in vascular 
pathologies in murine and human disease conditions, and that the modulation of circ_Lrp6 might impact 
the development of vascular diseases. 
 
 
 
DISCUSSION  
 

Progresses in high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatics over the last decade have 
dramatically improved our knowledge on ncRNAs: circRNAs, once considered rare or an artifact of 
transcription,45 are now classified as a category of ncRNAs.46, 47 CircRNAs may have higher sequence 
conservation in mammalian orthologues compared with other types of long ncRNAs, the fraction of mouse 
circRNAs having human orthologues ranging widely from 5% to 30%.48, 49 

 
Several circRNAs have already been identified as important for vascular biology.50 Two in 

particular were found in VSMCs: circ_ANRIL (circular antisense non-coding RNA in the INK4 locus)51 
and circ_ACTA2 (Nrg-1-ICD induced circular ACTA2).52 The former, originating from a gene localized at 
9p21, has a variant associated with increased risk of coronary artery disease.53 The latter binds to miR-548f-
5p, modulating its activity by acting as a sponge; however, miR-548f-5p belongs to a poorly conserved 
primate-specific miRNA family that is not specific to VSMCs54 and is involved in the regulation of 
migration and proliferation of cancer cells.55  

 
To date, a comprehensive description of circRNAs expressed in VSMC is not available. Here, we 

list a large number of novel circRNAs expressed in VSMCs, demonstrating the function of one of them, 
circ_Lrp6, which interacts and modulates the activity of miRNA-145, a miRNA enriched in smooth muscle 
cells. Our findings indicate that miR-145 binds to and is modulated by circ_Lrp6. Of note, the level of this 
circRNA was stable in the disease conditions assessed by us. The only setting in which we found circ_Lrp6 
to be downmodulated was in vitro exposure to PDFG-BB, a stimulus that concomitantly lowered the 
intracellular level of miR-145. We found miR-145 was downregulated also in all the in vivo pathological 
conditions tested. It is therefore possible that circ_Lrp6 buffers miR-145 activity when this miRNA is above 
a certain level of expression. Our results led us to calculate that approximately 25% of miR-145 might be 
bound to circ_Lrp6 under physiological conditions. Thus, it seems that circ_Lrp6 fine-tunes the activity of 
miR-145 by sequestering a significant amount of it. However, the effect of circ_Lrp6 in buffering miR-145 
is probably aided by colocalization in specific subcellular compartments.56, 57 Indeed, our findings indicate 
that the two ncRNAs are positioned prevalently in P-bodies, cytoplasmic loci in which miRNAs exert their 
inhibitory activity on gene targets.30 What function of miR-145 is affected – whether translation inhibition 
of target mRNAs or mRNA degradation – is a matter of speculation at this point. 
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It is of interest that this miR-145-binding circRNA is an alternatively spliced variant of the mRNA 
of a gene specifying for a low-density lipoprotein receptor, the role of which is well known in 
atherosclerosis.58, 59 Results of gain- and loss-of-function experiments clearly demonstrate the role of 
circ_Lrp6 in regulating the phenotype of VSMCs through miR-145 binding: in fact, in circ_Lrp6-silenced 
cells the concomitant inhibition of miR-145 reverted the effects of circ_Lrp6 reduction, pointing toward a 
critical role of the miR-145 sponge activity of circ_Lrp6. 

 
Nonetheless, other possible mechanisms of action cannot be excluded. CircRNAs have been shown 

to modulate gene expression by regulating transcription through interaction with polymerase II.18 More 
recently, circRNAs were shown to possess open reading frames (ORFs) at the head-to-tail junction, leading 
to translation and protein generation.60, 61 Bioinformatics analysis of circ_Lrp6 identified a putative ORF 
deriving from the tail-to-head alternative splicing (data not shown). Thus, we cannot exclude that, similarly 
to the linear transcript myoregulin in skeletal muscle,62 also circ_Lrp6 generates a protein affecting VSMC 
activity. 

 
Finally, a search for single nucleotide polymorphisms on LRP6 led to the identification of four in 

the human gene. It is possible that a specific haplotype reflects in a differential expression of circ_LRP6 
and, thus, of differential miR-145-sponge activity. Further studies are needed to verify this possibility. The 
sequence homology between human and mouse circ_Lrp6, as well as its conservation throughout species, 
is nonetheless suggestive of a role of this ncRNA in human biology and disease. 

 
The above findings add another layer of complexity to the mechanism through which miRNAs are 

regulated in VSMCs. Further studies are needed to define the different roles played by circRNAs in vascular 
diseases. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS  
 
Figure 1. Profiling of circRNAs in human and mouse aortas. (A and B) Genomic origin of identified 
circRNAs in humans and mouse, respectively. (C) Heat maps for the identified circRNAs containing 
binding sites for the analyzed VSMC enriched miRNAs. Color bars indicate number of miRNA binding 
sites. (D) Number of human and mouse circRNAs containing the putative binding sites for the analyzed 
miRNAs. (E) Schematic of the back-spliced junction leading to multiple exons in mouse and human 
circ_LRP6. (F) Thermodynamic analysis of the putative 8mer interactions between circ_Lrp6 and miR-
145. 
 
Figure 2. Validation of circ_Lrp6. (A) Divergent primers amplify circ_Lrp6 in cDNA but not genomic 
DNA (gDNA). Size marker in base pairs. (B) CircRNAs are at least 10-fold more RNase R-resistant than 
calponin (Cnn1) and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gapdh) mRNAs and (C) stable after 24 
h of transcription block with actinomycin D (ActD). (D) Sanger sequencing of the amplified band with 
divergent primers confirms head-to-tail splicing. (E) Circ_Lrp6 distribution in mouse tissues analyzed by 
RT-qPCR. bat, brown adipose tissue; wat, white adipose tissue. (F) In situ hybridization for circ_Lrp6 in 
mouse tissues: brain, heart, and aorta. In this experiment, actin (ACTA2) was detect using a secondary 
antibody labelled with Alexa-488, while for circ_Lrp6 we utilized a DIG-labelled probe and the signal 
amplified using the tyramide-Alexa_647 system. Scale bar: 50 m. Data are the average of at least 3 
independent experiments and error bars indicate standard deviation (SD). To compare means, two-tailed 
Student’s t-test was used in B and C, and one-way ANOVA in E; #P<0.05. 
 
Figure 3. Circ_Lrp6 is a miR-145 sponge. (A) In situ hybridization showing dispersed, cytoplasmic 
localization of circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 in VSMCs. We utilized DIG-labelled probes for both ncRNAs, 
amplifying the signals with the tyramide-Alexa_647 system. Scale bar: 10 m. (B) RT-qPCR analysis of 
circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 expression in nuclear/cytoplasmic-fractionated RNAs. (C) Luciferase reporter 
assays using reporter constructs for miR-145 together with circ-Lrp6 constructs able to circularize (circ) or 
not (rev). HEK-293T cells were transfected in 12-well dishes with 0.5 g of empty, miR-145, or miR-29 
vectors plus circ or rev constructs together with 0.1 g of a 3′UTR-ITG 8 psiCheck2 reporter. The relative 
levels of renilla luminescence normalized to firefly luminescence are plotted. (D) 3′UTR-Itg 8 (integrin 
beta 8) luciferase reporter assays were performed in VSMCs in which wild-type (wt) or mutant (mt) 
constructs for the miR-145 seed sequence were transfected in control (shSCR) or circ_Lrp6-silenced (shC4 
and shC5) VSMCs. (E) Representative western blots for known miR-145 targets in circ_Lrp6-silenced 
(shC4 and shC5) and control (shSCR) VSMCs. ITG 8, FASCIN, and Kruppel-like factor 4 (KLF4) protein 
levels are reduced in circ_Lrp6-silenced VSMCs. Data are the average of at least 3 independent 
experiments, and error bars represent SD. To compare means, one-way ANOVA was used in C and D; 
#P<0.05. 
 
Figure 4. Direct interaction of Circ_Lrp6 with miR-145. (A) Argonaute 2 (AGO2) immunoprecipitation 
in HEK-293T cells co-transfected with the circ constructs together with miR-145 or miR-143 and miR-29 
as controls. qPCR values obtained using divergent primers were normalized on the input and the IgG value 
subtracted. (B) RT-qPCR analysis of miR-143, miR-145, and miR-29 in circ_Lrp6-precipitated RNA. 
qPCR values obtained using specific miRNA primers were normalized on the input and values derived by 
the RNA-IP using a scrambled probe subtracted. (C) Quantification of absolute copy number for circ_Lrp6 
and miR-145 in VSMCs. (D) Double in situ hybridization and relative quantification on proliferative 
primary VSMCs for circ_Lrp6, miR-145, and immune-fluorescence for DCP1A. In this experiment, we 
utilized a DIG-labelled probe for circ_Lrp6, amplifying the signal with the tyramide-Alexa_647 system; 
for miR-145, we utilized an LNA probe labelled with Cy3 dye, while for DCP1A, a secondary antibody 
labeled with Alexa_594 was used. White arrows indicate points of circ_Lrp6/miR-145/DCP1A co-
localization. Scale bar: 10 m. (E) Z stack STED acquisition of the same experiment described in D. Scale 
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bars: 2m. Data are the average of at least 3 independent experiments, and error bars represent SD. To 
compare means, one-way ANOVA was used in A, two-tailed Student’s t-test in B; #P<0.05. 
 
Figure 5. Biological effects of modulating circ_Lrp6 in VSMCs. (A) Wound assay on circ_Lrp6-silenced 
VSMCs. The graph shows quantification of the residual wounded area 8 h post-scratch vs. shSCR controls 
(n=5). Scale bar: 250m. (B) Cell cycle analysis of circ_Lrp6-silenced VSMCs vs. shSCR controls. (C) 
Cell growth curve of circ_Lrp6-silenced VSMCs vs. shSCR controls (n=5). (D) Expression of actin (Acta2) 
and transgelin (Sm22) in circ_Lrp6-silenced (shC4/5) vs. control (shSCR) VSMCs, measured by RT-qPCR. 
Where not stated, data are the average of at least 3 independent experiments, and error bars represent SD. 
For A and C, data normality was calculated with Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. To compare means, one-
way ANOVA was used in A–D; #P<0.05. 
 
Figure 6. Inhibition of miR-145 in circ_Lrp6-silenced VSMCs. (A) Cell growth curve of circ_Lrp6-
silenced VSMCs transfected with a miR-145 inhibitor (i145) (n=5). (B) Migration evaluated by scratch 
assay of circ_Lrp6-silenced (shC5) VSMCs transfected with the miR-145 inhibitor (i145) (n=8). Scale bar: 
250m. (C) Expression of actin (Acta2) and transgelin (Sm22) in circ_Lrp6-silenced VSMCs (shC5) 
transfected with i145, measured by RT-qPCR. (D) Expression analysis of miR-145 targets regulated at the 
RNA level in circ_Lrp6-silenced VSMCs transfected with i145, measured by RT-qPCR. (E) Expression of 
miR-145 targets in VSMCs overexpressing circ_Lrp6, measured by RT-qPCR. (F) Growth curve of 
VSMCs overexpressing circ_Lrp6. (H) Migration evaluated by scratch assay of circ_Lrp6-overexpressing 
VSMCs (n=5). Where not stated, data are the average of at least 3 independent experiments, and error bars 
represent SD. For A, B, and H, data normality was calculated with Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. To 
compare means, one-way ANOVA was used in A–C, and two-tailed Student’s t-test was used in D and E; 
#P<0.05. 
 
Figure 7. Biological regulation of circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 in VSMCs. (A and B) circ_Lrp6 and miR-
145 expression in, respectively, PDGD-BB- and TGF--treated VSMCs 24h post-treatment, measured by 
RT-qPCR (n=5). (C) Analysis of circ_Lrp6 and miR-145 levels in VSMCs grown under hypoxic conditions 
(1% O2) for 24h and measured by RT-qPCR (n=5). Where not stated, data are the average of independent 
experiments, and error bars represent SD. Data normality was calculated with Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) 
test. To compare means, two-tailed Student’s t-test was used; #P<0.05. 
 
Figure 8. Circ_Lrp6 expression and modulation in diseased tissues. (A and B) miR-145 and circ_Lrp6 
expression in aortas derived from ApoE-/- mice fed a normal chow diet (CD) or a hypercholesterolemic 
Western diet (WD) for 8 weeks. Error bars represent SD (CD: n=7; for WD n=8). (C and D) miR-145 and 
circ_Lrp6 expression in aortic arch of mice with trans-aortic constriction (TAC) or subjected to a sham 
procedure. Error bars represent SD (sham: n=4; TAC: n=7). (E and F) miR-145 and circ_Lrp6 expression 
in aortas derived from hypertensive and sham-operated mice. Error bars represent SD (n=5). (G and H) 
miR-145 and circ_LRP6 expression in aneurytic human popliteal arteries and relative controls. Error bars 
represent SD (healthy: n=7; aneurysm: n=7). (I) Representative hematoxylin/eosin staining of carotid 
sections of ApoE-/- mice infused with shSCR or shC5 viruses undergoing collar placement, and 
quantification, error bars represent SD (shSCR: n=7; shC5: n=7). Scale bar: 100m. Data normality was 
calculated with Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. To compare means, unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test 
was used in A, B, C, D, and I, one way ANOVA in E and F, Mann-Whitney U test in G, and Wilcoxon’s 
test in H; #P<0.05, NS: not statistically significant. 
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Novelty and Significance 
 
What Is Known? 
 

 MiR-145 regulates vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC) physiology and homeostasis. 
 

 Modulation of miR-145 is involved in the development of atherosclerosis and arterial restenosis. 
 

 Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are loops of RNA that can act as endogenous miRNA sponges.   
 
 
What New Information Does This Article Contribute? 
 

 Circ_Lrp6 is a circRNA enriched in VSCMs.  
 

 Circ_Lrp6 modulates VSCM phenotypic switching by binding to miR-145, regulating its activity. 
 

 Decreasing circ_Lrp6 expression is beneficial in a mouse carotid artery stenosis model. 
 
In this study, we identified several circRNAs enriched in human and mouse vascular smooth muscle cells. 
We then searched for binding sites for VSMC-enriched miRNAs on these circRNAs. We identified only 
one circRNA conserved in human and mouse that potentially interacted with miR-145: circ_Lrp6 controlled 
VSMC migration, proliferation, and differentiation capacities through the interaction with miR-145, 
regulating its availability and, thus, its activity on targeted genes. Interaction between circ_Lrp6 and miR-
145 takes place preferentially at cytoplasmic loci known as P-bodies. Circ_Lrp6 and miR145 are expressed 
also in normal and diseased human arteries, with circ_Lpr6 being stable in disease. Modulation of circ_Lrp6 
in a mouse model of vascular stenosis improved disease outcome. These findings provide insights on the 
role of circRNAs in the fine-tuning of vasculature regulation. 
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